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On the Saddle-Point Solution and the Large-Coalition
Asymptotics of Fingerprinting Games
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Abstract—We study a fingerprinting game in which the number
of colluders and the collusion channel are unknown. The encoder
embeds fingerprints into a host sequence and provides the decoder
with the capability to trace back pirated copies to the colluders.
Fingerprinting capacity has recently been derived as the limit
value of a sequence of maximin games with mutual information
as their payoff functions. However, these games generally do not
admit saddle-point solutions and are very hard to solve numeri-
cally. Here under the so-called Boneh–Shaw marking assumption,
we reformulate the capacity as the value of a single two-person
zero-sum game, and show that it is achieved by a saddle-point
solution. If the maximal coalition size is and the fingerprinting
alphabet is binary, we show that capacity decays quadratically
with . Furthermore, we prove rigorously that the asymptotic
capacity is and we confirm our earlier conjecture
that Tardos’ choice of the arcsine distribution asymptotically
maximizes the mutual information payoff function while the
interleaving attack minimizes it. Along with the asymptotics,
numerical solutions to the game for small are also presented.

Index Terms—Asymptotic analysis, capacity, collusion attacks,
fingerprinting, game theory, minimax analysis, traitor tracing.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N VIEW of the ubiquity of digital media and the develop-
ment of sophisticated piracy tools, it has become essential

to develop a reliable protection scheme for copyrighted content.
Digital fingerprinting, in which the content distributor embeds
a uniquely identified fingerprint into each distributed copy, is
an effective way to deter unauthorized redistribution of the con-
tent.
Hundreds of years ago, people used the idea of fingerprinting

in logarithm tables. Errors were added intentionally to insignifi-
cant decimals that are randomly selected, with each copy having
a unique set of modifications. If someone ever sold his copy il-
legally, the legal authority could easily trace the guilty owner
(pirate) by looking into the small errors.
Digital content (e.g., images, videos, audios, programs, etc.)

can be protected using the same idea. One common approach
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is to embed fingerprints using digital watermarking techniques.
Similar to the logarithm tables discussed above, the fingerprints
should not impair the quality or the functionality of the con-
tents. Most watermarking systems are even robust against at-
tacks such as compression, digital-to-analog conversions, or in-
tentional noise adding.
The most dangerous attack against fingerprinting, however,

is a collusion attack. A group of experienced pirates can form
a coalition, detect the fingerprints by inspecting the marks in
each copy, and create a forgery that has only weak traces of
their fingerprints. For the logarithm table example, if the errors
are sparse and chosen randomly, the coalition can easily cor-
rect these errors by comparing several different copies of the
logarithm table. Notice that since the pirates cannot remove the
errors in which all their copies coincide, it is still possible for
the distributor to design the marks so that at least one of the
pirates can be caught (with possibly certain risk of falsely ac-
cusing someone). Yet it should be apparent that if the size of
coalition is large, it is very hard to trace back to the fingerprinted
copies from which the forgery was generated.
To specify the type of manipulations the coalition is capable

of, different models have been adopted in designing the collu-
sion-resistant fingerprinting codes. The distortion constraint is a
natural model for fingerprinting on multimedia content [1]–[4].
In this work, however, we adopt another setup introduced by
Boneh and Shaw in [5], called the marking assumption, which
is commonly used both in multimedia fingerprinting [6] and
software fingerprinting [7]. Under this setup, the fingerprint se-
quence that each user receives is represented by a string of
marks. By comparing their available copies, the colluders can
modify the detected marks, but cannot modify those marks at
which their copies agree. It should be noted that there exist sev-
eral versions of the marking assumption specifying different
strengths of attacks the colluders can perform [8], and our anal-
ysis is general and applies to all these variants.

A. Previous Work

One of the first designs of fingerprinting codes that are resis-
tant to collusion attacks was presented by Boneh and Shaw [5].
It was shown in [5] that a deterministic binary fingerprinting
code with zero probability of decoding error does not exist.
Hence, it becomes necessary for the construction of the finger-
printing codes to use some form of randomization, where the
random key is shared only between the encoder and the decoder.
They also provided the first example of codes with vanishing
error probability.
Tardos in 2003 [9] constructed fingerprinting codes of length

at most for users with error probability at
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most against pirates. This construction yields -secure fin-
gerprinting schemes with -error of rate . The
same paper gave an bound on the length of any
fingerprinting code with the above parameters. The constant 100
in the length was subsequently improved by sev-
eral papers [8], [10]–[12]. Amiri and Tardos recently [3] further
improved the rate by constructing a code based on a two-person
zero-sum game.
A few researchers have also studied the problem from the in-

formation-theoretic point of view [1], [4], [7], [13]. Here the
main objective is to find the maximum achievable rate, or ca-
pacity, of the fingerprinting system. We denote capacity by ,
where is the maximum coalition size. For the binary alphabet,
Tardos’ construction suggested that . An-
thapadmanabhan et al. [7] proved that . Recently,
Moulin [4] provided the exact formula of capacity in a general
setup that unifies the signal-distortion and Boneh–Shaw formu-
lations of fingerprinting. The formula can be regarded as the
limit value of a sequence of maximin games, which, however,
is extremely difficult to evaluate in general.
Two families of the fingerprinting decoding scheme were

also introduced in [4]: simple decoding and joint decoding.
The breakthrough of Tardos’ randomized fingerprinting code
in [9] and its subsequent works belong to the class of simple
decoders. It falls short of the capacity-achieving goal: reliable
performance is impossible at code rates greater than some value

that is strictly less than the capacity . Yet the simple
and efficient algorithm makes it desirable for practical use. On
the other hand, Amiri and Tardos’ recent work [13] belonged
to the joint decoding scheme. Although capacity-achieving, it
is much more complex than the simple decoding scheme and is
only useful when computation is not an issue. Another example
of joint decoding is Dumer’s work in [14], where additional
constraints are imposed in the analysis.

B. Main Results

Our work follows the Boneh–Shaw marking assumption. For
both joint and simple decoding, we reformulate the maximum
achievable rates of both schemes as the respective maximin
values of two two-person zero-sum games.We further show that
the maximin and minimax values of the games are always equal,
and the values are achieved by saddle-point solutions.
In the binary alphabet case, new capacity bounds are provided

in closed-form expressions. The ratio between the upper and
lower bounds of the joint decoding scheme is , while that
of the simple decoding scheme is only (for large ). These
bounds not only show that the binary fingerprinting capacity
is in , but they also provide secure strategies for both
players of the game. Numerical solutions for small are also
presented in comparison with the bounds.
Asymptotic analysis for large coalitions is based on a mild

regularity assumption. When is large, the fingerprinting game
for joint decoding approximates a continuous-kernel game,
whose optimal-achieving strategies can be solved explicitly
as the arcsine distribution and the interleaving attack. Finally,
we give a higher level interpretation from the standpoint of
statistical decision theory.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section II, we
introduce our fingerprinting model and formally define fin-
gerprinting capacity. The capacity formulas derived in [4] are
briefly reviewed and reformulated in Section III. Sections IV
and V are devoted to the binary alphabet case, and Section VI
gives a brief summary.

C. Notation

We use capital letters to represent random variables, and low-
ercase letters to their realizations. Boldface denotes vectors, and
calligraphic letters denote finite sets. For example,
denotes a random vector , with each taking
values in . The probability distribution of is characterized
by its distribution function
. If the distribution is discrete, we also describe it by its prob-

ability mass function (pmf) . Otherwise
if has the form

then we characterize the distribution by its probability density
function (pdf) . Mathematical expectation of a function
with respect to is defined by

Themutual information of and is denoted by
. Should the dependency on the underlying

pmfs be explicit, we write the pmfs as subscripts, e.g.,
and . Given a pair of sequences , we de-
note by the empirical mutual information of the joint

pmf . We also denote the binary entropy function by
and .

The Kullback–Leibler divergence between two pmfs and is
denoted by , and the Kullback–Leibler divergence be-
tween two Bernoulli random variables with respective expec-
tations and is denoted by

, where denotes base 2 logarithm
and denotes natural logarithm throughout the paper.
Sequences are denoted by . The size or cardinality of a

finite set is denoted by . The indicator function of a subset
of a set is a function defined as

if
if .

The power set of a finite set , denoted by , is the set of all
subsets of , including the empty set and itself. The sup-
port of a probability distribution , denoted by , is
the smallest set whose complement has probability zero. The
support of a family of probability distributions, denoted by

, is the union of the support of each probability distri-
bution in the family, i.e., .
Asymptotic notations are defined as follows: Suppose

and are two functions defined on positive real numbers.
We say if , such that
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Fig. 1. Fingerprinting system model under the marking assumption.

, . Also, if ,
such that , . We write if

and . The expressions
or mean that tends to 0

or , respectively. The shorthand , , and
denote the asymptotic relations ,

, and
, respectively.

II. FINGERPRINTING CODES AND CAPACITY

A. Overview

The model for our fingerprinting system is shown in Fig. 1.
Let denote a size- fingerprint alphabet
and let denote the set of user indices. An

fingerprinting code over consists of an en-
coder and a decoder. The encoder

(1)

assigns user a length- fingerprint , where is the al-
phabet of the secret key , which is a random variable whose
realization is known to the encoder and the decoder, but un-
known to the pirates.
We denote by the index set of a coalition of
pirates and as the fingerprints available

to them. The collusion channel produces the forgery
according to some conditional pmf . The Boneh–Shaw
marking assumption is imposed on , which allows the
colluders to change only the symbols at the positions where they
find differences.
Not knowing the actual collusion channel , the decoder

(2)

produces an estimate of the coalition. Note that the actual
number of pirates is known neither to the encoder nor to
the decoder, so the code design is based on a nominal coalition
size . Also note that the empty set is an admissible decoder
output, which enables us not to accuse any user when not enough
evidence is available to the decoder, especially when the actual
is larger than .

B. Randomized Fingerprinting Codes

The formal definition of an ensemble of fingerprinting codes
is as follows.
Definition 1: A fingerprinting ensemble is formed

by the fingerprinting embedder randomly choosing from a

family of fingerprinting
codes according to some probability distribution on the set
of keys.
We assume that the family of fingerprinting codes and the

probability distribution on are known to the public, but the
realization is only known to the encoder and the decoder.
As shown in [4], it suffices to consider the following

two-phase fingerprinting construction and joint/simple de-
coding scheme in studying capacity. The secret key shared
by the encoder and the decoder in this scheme is the set of
random variables .
1) Encoding Scheme: Let be a probability distribution

on the -dimensional simplex

(3)
A sequence of auxiliary “time-sharing” random variables

is drawn independent and identically from the
distribution . For each , are
independent and identically distributed random variables

constructed from a categorical distribution1 with parameter
, i.e.,

(4)

for . In general, there is no constraint on the
choice of the embedding distribution , which means that we
can choose it from the class of all probability distributions on
, denoted by . However, we may want to limit to a

subclass of in some applications. For instance, Nuida et
al. [10] limited to be discrete with a finite spectrum. Furon
and Perez–Freire [6] studied the case when is the arcsine
distribution (defined below) or the uniform distribution over the
unit interval for binary fingerprinting codes, in which is just
a singleton.
In most of our results we require to be compact. In some

results we also require the following condition. Note that
satisfying (5) is compact.
Condition 1: coincides with the class of all probability

distributions on , i.e.,

(5)

Analogous to the symbol-symmetric fingerprinting codes
proposed by Škorić et al. [8], it is intuitively reasonable to adopt
a probability distribution that is invariant to permutations
of the symbols. Formally, let be a permutation of and
define

(6)

Then we have
Definition 2: An embedding distribution is symbol-

symmetric if

(7)

1The categorical distribution is a special case of the multinomial distribution
with the number of trials set to 1.
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Definition 3: A subset of is said to be symbol-sym-
metric if

(8)

Definition 4: The symbol-symmetric subclass of an embed-
ding class is defined by

- (9)

The optimality of limiting to will be discussed in
the next section.
2) Decoding Scheme: We briefly review Moulin’s two

decoding schemes proposed in [4]: the simple decoder tests
candidate fingerprints one by one, while the joint decoder
utilizes a joint decoding rule. The simple decoder evaluates
the empirical mutual information for each user . A
threshold is chosen and user is accused if and only if

. If for all ,
then . The joint decoder evaluates the following score
for each coalition

if
otherwise

(10)

where is a threshold. The set that has the largest score
is then accused. With the parameters and , both
decoders allow to tune the trade-offs between false positive and
false negative error probabilities.
It is shown in [4] that the joint decoding scheme achieves

capacity while the simple decoding scheme has a smaller max-
imum achievable rate. However, the computational complexity
of a joint decoder is generally vastly greater than that of a simple
decoder.

C. Collusion Channel

Upon receiving the fingerprinting copies ,
the pirates attempt to generate a forgery subject to the
marking assumption. A coordinate is called undetectable if

(11)

and is called detectable otherwise. The Boneh–Shaw marking
assumption states that for any forgery generated by the coali-
tion, we have for every undetectable coordinate .
We assume the collusion channel adopted by the pi-

rates is memoryless, that is,

(12)

As exploited in [4], the memoryless restriction can be relaxed
without changing the fingerprinting capacity. For simplicity we
impose this constraint so the colluders’ strategy is limited to the
choice of the single-lettered channel . Denoted by ,
the class of attacks satisfying the marking assumption can be
written as

(13)

Several variants of the marking assumption appear in the lit-
erature. Suppose denotes the class of admissible channels

. Some restrict the coalition to use only the symbols avail-
able to them, where

(usually called the restricted digit model).
Others relax the alphabet to “ ” , which allows the pi-
rates to put erasures at detectable coordinates (usually called
the general digit model). Here we consider a general with

being compact.
Given a single-lettered collusion channel , consider the

user-permuted collusion channel

(14)
where is a permutation of . We say that is user-sym-
metric if

(15)

A subset of is said to be user-symmetric if

(16)

Note that in general not all elements of such are user-
symmetric. The user-symmetric subclass of a collusion class
that consists of user-symmetric collusion channels is defined by

- (17)

Symbol-symmetry can also be defined for collusion channels.
Let be a permutation of and define

(18)
Then we have
Definition 5: A collusion channel is symbol-sym-

metric if

(19)

Definition 6: A subset of is said to be symbol-
symmetric if

(20)

Definition 7: The symbol-symmetric subclass of a collusion
class is defined by

-
(21)

D. Error Probabilities and Capacity

Under fingerprinting ensemble , nominal coalition
size (not necessarily equal to the true coalition size ), and
collusion channel , we consider the following error prob-
abilities:
• The probability of false positives (accusing an innocent
user):

(22)
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• The probability of failing to catch any single pirate:

(23)

• The probability of failing to catch the full coalition:

(24)

The error probabilities above can be written explicitly as

(25)

where the error event is given by ,
, and ,

when is given by (22), (23), and (24), respectively. The
worst-case error probability for a collusion class is given by

(26)
Having defined the error probabilities of the randomized fin-

gerprinting scheme, we now define the notion of capacity.
Definition 8: A rate is achievable for embedding class
, collusion channel , and size- coalitions under the de-

tect-one criterion if there exists a sequence of fingerprinting
ensembles generated by for
users such that both and
vanish as tends to infinity.
Definition 9: A rate is achievable for embedding class ,

collusion channel , and size- coalitions under the detect-all
criterion if there exists a sequence of fingerprinting ensembles

generated by for users such
that both and vanish as
goes to infinity.
Definition 10: Fingerprinting capacities and

are the suprema of all achievable rates with re-
spect to the detect-one and detect-all criteria, respectively.
Remark 1: When the embedding class is a singleton

or the collusion class is a singleton ,
we denote the corresponding capacities as and

, respectively, which is a slight abuse of notation.

III. MUTUAL INFORMATION GAMES

In this section, we first review the mutual information games
associated with both the joint and the simple decoding schemes
in [4]. We show how these games can be simplified under the
marking assumption, and we show the existence of saddle-point
solutions.

A. Mutual Information Game for Joint Decoder

We use the special symbol to denote the set ,
where is the nominal coalition size introduced in Section II-A.

To present the capacity formula, we first introduce the following
setup: for a fixed embedding class , let

(27)

be the class of probability distributions with finite spectrum
composed of no more than points of the -dimensional
simplex . A random variable is drawn from some
, and are independent and identically distributed

with categorical distribution with parameter , i.e.,

(28)

where

The collusion class is the set of all feasible channels .
Let

(29)

The following theorem summarizes the main results of finger-
printing capacity proposed in [4] under the marking assumption.
Theorem 1: Assume that Condition 1 is satisfied and is

compact. Then
1) . In particular, the detect-all
fingerprinting capacity under themarking
assumption is zero.

2) Suppose further that is user-symmetric, then

(30)

Theorem 1 states that, the detect-all capacity can never ex-
ceed the detect-one capacity, which is no surprise since it can
only be harder for the decoder to detect all the pirates than to
detect only one of the pirates. However, if the collusion channel
is user-symmetric, which we can intuitively think of as the case
when each colluder “contributes” the same number of samples
to the forgery (hence the term “fair”), then the detect-one and
the detect-all capacities are the same.
Now since the detect-all capacity is null under themarking as-

sumption, we will in the rest of the paper refer to the detect-one
capacity , denoted by , as the joint
fingerprinting capacity for embedding class and collusion
channel .
In the game-theoretic point of view, is the maximin

value of a two-person zero-sum game for each . Observe that
the sequence is nondecreasing since is
nondecreasing (i.e., ). Thus the game can be
interpreted as the following: the maximizer, the fingerprint em-
bedder, picks with an increasing flexibility in the support
size, while theminimizer, the coalition, counters the embedder’s
choice for each by minimizing the mutual information payoff
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function. Fingerprinting capacity is the limit value of the se-
quence of maximin games.
However, the maximin game of (29) is in general very dif-

ficult to solve even for small values of since a saddle-point
solution cannot be guaranteed. For the binary alphabet
and , we can derive the maximin value as

(31)

which is not achieved by a saddle-point solution when .
Also, this is a very loose lower bound on
for large comparing to the bound we will show in
Section IV-C.

B. Mutual Information Game for Simple Decoder

Asmentioned in Section II-B, computationally joint decoding
is too complex. Thus it is also interesting to study the maximum
achievable rate of the simple decoding scheme.
Theorem 2: Assume that Condition 1 is satisfied and is

compact and user-symmetric. Let

(32)

for and let

(33)

Then all rates below are achievable by the
simple decoding scheme for embedding class , collusion
channel , and size- coalitions under the detect-one criterion.
Corollary 1: For satisfying Condition 1 and compact and

user-symmetric , we have

(34)

Proof: See [4].
Although we do not have a notion of capacity for the quan-

tity , it will be referred to as the “simple” fingerprinting
capacity as opposed to the joint fingerprinting discussed in the
previous subsection.

C. Two-Person Zero-Sum Games of Fingerprinting Capacity

To establish the desired saddle-point property, we first refor-
mulate both the joint and the simple fingerprinting capacities as
the respective values of the following two fingerprinting max-
imin games.
Theorem 3: Assume that Condition 1 is satisfied and is

compact and user-symmetric. Then

(35)

and

(36)

Proof: Let

(37)

and let

(38)

Then the payoff functions of (35) and (36) become
and , re-

spectively. Denote also the right-hand sides of (35) and (36)
by and , respectively. The
inequality

(39)

follows directly from the fact that for each . Now let
the optimal achieving distributions for (35) or (36) be and

. Then by completeness of , there exists a sequence of
distributions with that converges in distri-
bution to . Both the functions and are bounded
and continuous with respect to . By [15, p.249, Th. 1] we have

(40)
and thus

(41)
Combining (39) and (41) yields (35) and (36).
Theorem 3 shows that the joint and simple capacities are the

maximin values of two single two-person zero-sum games. Note
that the theorem only specifies the capacities when the embed-
ding class satisfies Condition 1. With slight modification of
the proofs in [4], it can be shown that (35) and (36) still hold for
any compact . Furthermore, we can show that the maximin
and minimax values of the games are equal in general, and there
are always saddle-point strategies for both players of the games.
We define the minimax values associated with the above

games:
Definition 11: The minimax value of the joint fingerprinting

game is defined by

(42)
Definition 12: The minimax value of the simple finger-

printing game is defined by

(43)

When Condition 1 is satisfied (for example, when
), the minimax games can be simplified as the following:
Lemma 1: Assume that Condition 1 is satisfied. Then the

minimax values of the joint and simple fingerprinting games can
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be respectively written as

(44)
and

(45)
Proof: Note that randomization is no longer necessary for

the minimax games of (42) and (43), so they have the same
respective values as (44) and (45).
We now present the main saddle-point property of the finger-

printing games. The results owe to the convexity of the payoff
function with respect to the minimizer’s strategy. Such games
are generally called convex games [16, §2.5].
Theorem 4: For compact , compact and user-sym-

metric , and for both the joint and simple games,
. Suppose further that and

are symbol-symmetric, then the first argument can be re-
placed by and/or the second argument can be replaced
by , , or without changing the minimax or
the maximin value. For all these games, the minimizer has an
optimal strategy while the maximizer has an

optimal strategy . In particular, when Condition 1

is satisfied, the maximizing strategy has a finite
spectrum. The values of all these games equal the (joint or
simple) fingerprinting capacity .

Proof: We show that the functions and
are convex functions of for fixed . The convexity
of is shown in [17, Th. 2.7.4]. To show the convexity
of , we fix and consider two different
conditional distributions and . Note that

(46)

For any , we have

(47)

where by compactness.
The inequality follows from the convexity of relative entropy
[17, Th. 2.7.2]. Hence is convex in .

Now since is a convex function of
for fixed , is also a convex
function of for fixed . On the other hand,

is a linear function of for fixed
. By the minimax theorem [18], the game admits a

saddle-point solution.
If is symbol-symmetric and let be a minimizing

saddle-point strategy, then by symbol-symmetry each
is a minimizing saddle-point strategy for any permutation of
. The symbol-permutation averaged distribution

(48)

is also a minimizing saddle-point strategy and is symbol-sym-
metric by construction. Similarly if is user-symmetric and
symbol-symmetric, we can construct a maximizing saddle-point
strategy that is both user-symmetric and symbol-symmetric.
Finally, if is the class of all probability distributions on

(Condition 1), the game becomes a so-called convex
game whose minimizing strategy has a finite spectrum (see [16,
§2.5]).

IV. FINGERPRINTING CAPACITY FOR THE BINARY ALPHABET

In the following two sections, we study intensively the joint
and simple fingerprinting games for the binary alphabet, i.e.,

.2 Tight upper and lower bounds on capacities
are provided under several different setups.

A. Game Definition

The mutual information games for joint and simple decoder
in the binary case can be simplified as follows:
1) Fingerprinting Codes: The auxiliary random vector

now has only one degree of freedom, and we redefine it as
. denotes its distribution and .

Suppose is compact and symbol-symmetric. Then by The-
orem 4, it suffices to consider symbol-symmetric , which in
the binary case means that the distribution of is symmetric
about 1/2, i.e.,

(49)

In the numerical results in Section V-B, we will consider a
subset of the family of beta distributions, which is a family of
continuous probability distributions defined on (0, 1)

(50)

where the beta function, , appears
as a normalization constant, and the parameter . The arc-
sine distribution, which is a special case of the beta distribution
with , has pdf

(51)

2In the case of the binary alphabet, the four variations of the marking assump-
tion discussed in [8] are equivalent in terms of capacity. Hence for simplicity,
we assume .
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on (0, 1). The arcsine distribution was first used in generating
randomized fingerprinting codes by Tardos [9] and is sometimes
referred to as the “Tardos distribution” in the literature.
2) Collusion Channel: Suppose is compact and user- and

symbol-symmetric. Then by Theorem 4 it suffices to consider
user-symmetric attacks. Let ,
which is the number of 1’s in . User-symmetry makes a
sufficient statistic in producing . If we let ,

where , , then the collusion channel
can be completely characterized by . The marking assumption
enforces that

(52)

On the other hand, symbol-symmetry allows us to consider
with

(53)

The interleaving attack (a.k.a. “uniform channel” in [7] and
“blind colluders” in [19]) defined by

(54)

is frequently adopted to model the coalition’s strategy and can
be easily implemented by drawing each randomly from

at each position . One can verify that it satisfies
the marking assumption (52) and is both user- and symbol-sym-
metric (49). We will further discuss the performance of this
attack in Sections IV-C and V.
3) Payoff Functions: Let and

similarily for and where

(55)

is the binomial law with parameter and trials, and

(56)

and

(57)

are the (shifted for ) binomial laws with parameter and
trials.

Recall that forms a Markov chain. We
have

(58)

for , 1. The payoff function for the joint fingerprinting
game is then

(59)

Another representation of is

(60)

For the simple fingerprinting game, we have

(61)

where (a) follows from (58).
4) Fingerprinting Games: The fingerprinting games for

the binary alphabet under the marking assumption can now be
written as

(62)

(63)

where the maximization is subject to and the symbol-
symmetry condition (49) while the minimization is subject to

and the symbol-symmetry condition (53). The maxi-
mizing and minimizing strategies are denoted by and ,
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Fig. 2. Capacities , , , and upper and lower bounds of the (a) joint and (b) simple fingerprinting games.

respectively. If satisfies Condition 1, then by Lemma 1 we
have

(64)

where the maximization is subject to .

B. Analysis of the Convex Games

We consider the following three cases:
1) Colluders’ Strategy is Fixed

in this case. For general , the game is still
an infinite-dimensional maximization problem. However,
when Condition 1 is satisfied, it reduces to one-dimen-
sional by (64) and a simple line search gives us the capacity
under collusion channel . Note that for any ,

is an upper bound on .
2) Fingerprinting Embedder’s Strategy is Fixed

in this case. The game reduces to a -di-
mensional minimization problem. Since the payoff func-
tion is convex in , we use the conditional
gradient method to solve the constrained convex optimiza-
tion problem (62) (see [20]). For the joint fingerprinting
game, Furon and Perez-Freire [6] proposed a Blahut–Ari-
moto algorithm which, however, cannot be applied to the
simple fingerprinting game. Note that for any ,

is a lower bound on .
3) Fingerprinting Capacities Under the Marking As-
sumption
We consider specifically and .
Solving the maximin game of (62) or the minimax game
of (64) is much more difficult than solving the above max-
imization or minimization problems. In particular, the al-
ternating maximization and minimization algorithm gen-
erally diverges. Owing to the existence of a saddle-point
solution, and (note that it is a pmf by Theorem 4)
must satisfy the following:
a) When is fixed, is a differen-
tiable function over the unit interval. The support

of can only take values at the

maximizers of [16, §2.5]. Hence we have

(65)

for any .
b) When is fixed and the constraint (53) is
imposed, we have

(66)

By the convexity in of the payoff function, we have
(see [16, §2.5]). With a fixed spectrum

cardinality, we can obtain candidate capacity-achieving
strategies and by solving (65) and (66), and then
verify whether those candidate distributions are optimal
by examining the second partial derivatives. Once
and are found, we can evaluate by
substituting them into (62).

Numerical solutions to the joint and simple fingerprinting games
are shown in Figs. 2–4. Observe that capacities for both games
[Fig. 2(a), (b)], the optimal distributions for both games
[Fig. 3(a), (b)], and the optimal attacks for the joint fin-
gerprinting game [Fig. 4(a)] all seem to converge as grows.
The optimal attacks for the simple fingerprinting game
[Fig. 4(b)], however, exhibit some wild oscillations in both am-
plitude and frequency as grows.We will study the asymptotics
of the joint fingerprinting game for large in the next section.

C. Capacity Bounds

The analysis of Section IV-B allows us to solve the finger-
printing game numerically for small . However, evaluating or
even approximating the capacity value for large is still a dif-
ficult task. In this subsection, we provide tight upper and lower
bounds on capacity.
For simplicity of notation, we let

(67)
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Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution function of the arcsine distribution and the optimal distributions for the (a) joint and (b) simple fingerprinting games
under the marking assumption.

Fig. 4. Interleaving attack and the optimal attacks for the (a) joint and (b) simple fingerprinting games under the marking assumption.

which by the definition of in (55) is a polynomial in
of degree . Note that and
by the marking assumption.
The following lemmas will be useful for the proofs:
Lemma 2 (Pinsker’s Inequality): [17, Lemma 11.6.1]

(68)

Lemma 3: Equalities

and

hold for and .
Proof: The equalities follow directly from (55), (56), (57),

and (67).
Lemma 4: Let be a pdf on [0, 1]. Then

(69)

with equality if and only if is the arcsine distribution of (51).

Proof: By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we have

Equality holds if and only if , which
leads us to the arcsine distribution.
1) Upper Bounds: The following two theorems bound from

above capacities under the interleaving attack of (54).
Theorem 5: [21, Th. 4.2]

(70)

Proof:

where (a) follows from (59) and (b) results from [7, Th. 4.3].
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Theorem 6: [22, Proposition 4.2]

(71)
Proof: It can be shown that takes its max-

imum at (see the Appendix). Hence

2) Lower Bounds: The following theorem provides a lower
bound on both the joint and simple capacities under a continuous
probability distribution .
Theorem 7: Let be the pdf of a continuous probability

distribution on [0, 1]. Then

(72)

The lower bound is maximized when where it takes
the value .

Proof: For any , we have

where (a) follows from (61); (b) follows from Pinsker’s in-
equality (Lemma 2); (c) follows from Lemma 3; (d) follows
from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Finally, (e) follows from
the marking assumption. Hence

Following Lemma 4, the lower bound is maximizedwhen
, which coincides with the lower bound given in [22].
The following corollaries summarizes the upper and lower

bounds on capacities under the marking assumption:
Corollary 2:

(73)

Corollary 3:

(74)

V. ASYMPTOTICS FOR LARGE COALITIONS

The upper and lower bounds on pro-
vided in the previous section are within a factor of about five.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the numerical results suggest that

approximates even for small
values of . Amiri and Tardos [13] claimed the same asymptotic
rate but only provided the proof for the lower bound in [23,
Th. 15]. Here we analyze not only this rate but the complete
asymptotics of the joint fingerprinting game.

A. Aymptotic Analysis

We consider the sequence of mutual information games for
joint decoding. To study the asymptotics when , we
first assume that the collusion channel satisfies the following
regularity condition:
Condition 2: There exists a bounded and twice differentiable

function on [0, 1] with and such that

(75)

Certainly the condition restricts the colluders’ strategy to a
smaller space. We, however, claim that this is a very mild limi-
tation on their power for the following reasons:
1) For each , the collusion channels take values of at only
the lattice points in [0, 1], hence intuitively the class of
collusion channels satisfying Condition 2 remains large.

2) Fig. 5 shows the minimizing collusion channels for
several different embedding distributions. For each case it
seems the continuous interpolation of does converge to
some on [0, 1]. Indeed, our following analysis still holds
if we relax the restriction of (75) to

(76)

The following reparameterization of the class (75) of collusion
channels will simplify our analysis:
Definition 13: Let and be functions on [0, 1] defined as

(77)

and

(78)

where satisfies Condition 2.
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Fig. 5. and minimizing collusion channels for , , and and .

The outline of our asymptotic analysis is as follows: we
fix and we study the asymptotics of .
The binomial distribution of can be approximated by the
Gaussian distribution with mean and variance ,
and by which we can approximate the dominating terms of

. Theorem 8 yields ,
where is the transformation of defined in (78). The maximin
game with as the payoff function can be solved explicitly
and hence the asymptotics of the fingerprinting game can be
obtained.
The following lemmas will be useful for our analysis:
Lemma 5: [24, Sec. 2.5]

(79)

Lemma 6: For , we have

(80)

Proof: This is special case of Hoeffding’s inequality (see
[25]).
Recall that the expectation of given , which we

denote by in (67), can be written as

where

is the binomial pmf which concentrates around its mean as
. is a polynomial in of degree and is known

as the Bernstein polynomial of order of the function [26].
By Condition 2 is bounded and the second derivative
exists, from Bernstein [26, §1.6] we have

(81)

On the other hand, for , we have

(82)

We now write the asymptotic approximation of in terms
of .
First, by the bounds presented in Section IV-C, we can

focus on and such that . Let
. We have

(83)

where (a) follows from (60) and (67) and (b) from Lemma 6.
Now if we let , where , then by

(82) we have

(84)

and combining with (81) we have

(85)

for . The contribution to (83) for decays
exponentially with and thus can be neglected.
By (85) and Lemma 5, we have

(86)

and hence (83) yields

(87)
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where (a) follows from (86), (b) from (81) and (85), (c) from
Lemma 6, and (d) directly from the definitions in (77) and (78).
The following theorem concludes what we have proved thus far:
Theorem 8: Assume that Condition 2 is satisfied, then

(88)

The joint fingerprinting game of (64) can now be approxi-
mated by the game with as its payoff function. We consider
continuous probability distributions satisfying the following
condition:
Condition 3: The pdf is continuous on [0, 1] with

(89)

The following lemma shows the solution to the minimization
problem with as its payoff function.
Lemma 7: Let satisfy Condition 2 and fix satisfying

Condition 3. Then

(90)

where is defined in (78). The minimum is achieved by

(91)

Proof: We have

(92)

where (a) follows from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and (b)
follows from the boundary conditions and
following directly from Condition 2 and the definition of (77).
Equality holds in (a) when

(93)

which leads us to (91) by (77).

Corollary 4: For satisfying Condition 3, we have

(94)
Proof: This follows directly from Theorem 8 and

Lemma 7.
Corollary 5:

(95)

Proof: The right-hand side of (94) is maximized when
by Lemma 4. Also note that by (91) we have
, which leads us to the interleaving attack.

Corollary 6: The interleaving attack is an “equalizing
strategy” for the colluders that makes the payoff function
asymptotically independent of :

(96)

Proof: Let . Then becomes the interleaving
attack by (75) and by Definition 13.
Corollary 7: The fingerprinting capacity under the marking

assumption satisfies

(97)

Furthermore, the arcsine distribution and the interleaving
attack are the respective maximizing and minimizing strate-
gies that achieve the asymptotic capacity value.

Proof: The asymptotic relations (95) and (96) es-
tablish matching asymptotic lower and upper bounds on

, respectively.

B. Numerical Results for Beta Distributions

We now use the family of Beta distributions to illustrate the
asymptotics of the joint fingerprinting game. Let be the pdf
defined in (50). Condition 3 is satisfied for any . For

, , and , we find the minimizing collusion chan-
nels for and compare them with obtained
by (91). Fig. 5 shows that does converge to as

as expected, which also rationalizes our assumption of
Condition 2.
Consider the normalized payoff function

, which by Theorem 8 is asymptotically
close to . Suppose is obtained by substituting of
(91) into (77) and (78). Again for , , and , we
compare with in Fig. 6. As shown in
the figure, is asymptotically flat over (0, 1) when

, which is the case when is chosen properly. If
, which means has too much weight around 0 and 1,

then the colluders’ choice of makes peak at .
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Fig. 6. and normalized payoff function for , , and and .

If on the contrary , then too much weight around 1/2 is
put on , and makes peaks at .

C. Why Are the Arcsine Distribution and the Interleaving
Attack Optimal for Large Coalitions?

The analysis and the numerical results above show not only
that the asymptotic capacity is , but also that both
the arcsine distribution for the maximizer and the interleaving
attack for the minimizer achieve the same asymptotic value.
Such results are very interesting, and at the same time raise some
issues for further investigation. One topic concerns the regu-
larity constraint (Condition 2) upon which the asymptotic anal-
ysis in Section V-A is based. However, it is reasonable to conjec-
ture that the same asymptotics hold without the regularity con-
dition. Our numerical results indeed suggest this condition may
not be necessary. Moreover, it is important to mention that both
the asymptotic lower bound on capacity (see [23, Th. 15]) and
Corollary 6 (which contributes to the asymptotic upper bound)
hold without the regularity constraint.
Both the arcsine distribution and the interleaving attack

have been extensively studied in the literature. In 2003, Tardos
applied the arcsine distribution to fingerprinting [9]. How he
fine-tuned his codes, however, had been a mystery until Škorić
et al. [12] and Furon et al. [19] rationalized Tardos’ choices
based on Gaussian approximations. On the other hand, the
interleaving attack has been frequently adopted to model the
collusion channel in the literature [6], [7], [19], but no con-
ceptual reasoning has been proposed on why it should be the
coalition’s optimal choice. Fortunately, owing to the discovery
of the capacity formulas (Theorem 3), we can now study
fingerprinting games from the information-theoretic point of
view. In the previous subsection, we established the optimality
of these two strategies based on asymptotic methods. Here we
provide a statistical interpretation.
We may think of the (joint) fingerprinting capacity game

as follows: the coalition is given independent observations
distributed according to an unknown distribu-

tion chosen at random by the fingerprinting
embedder from the family
according to a known prior distribution . Upon generating
according to the conditional distribution given the

sufficient statistic , the coalition suffers a loss

. The risk of the game is the
average loss under .
As emphasized in previous works [4], [6], the choice of the

embedding distribution , or prior selection in statistician’s
language, is crucial to the fingerprinting game. If no random-
ization takes place [3], or equivalently, if the realization is
revealed to the pirates [6], then the maximin game value decays
exponentially with coalition size [see (31)]. Loosely speaking,
the loss the pirates suffer is mainly due to their error in esti-
mating . If they have a good estimation of the time-sharing
random variable , then the loss they suffer is small.
Jeffreys’ prior [27] is a “noninformative” prior that plays an

important role in Bayesian statistics. Given a family of distri-
butions with an unknown parameter, Jeffreys’ prior is propor-
tional to the square root of the Fisher information. Conceptually
speaking, Jeffreys’ prior is the “least-favorable” distribution in
regard to estimating that parameter. For the Bernoulli trial with
the probability of success as parameter, the Fisher informa-
tion is and thus Jeffreys’ prior is

(98)

which is exactly the arcsine distribution!
The optimality of the interleaving attack is closely related to

the concept of “equalizer rule” in game theory. From Corollary
6, interleaving is the asymptotic equalizing strategy, which is
the desirable attribute we expect for a saddle-point solution.
The optimal collusion channel depends on the prior by (91),
and from the proof of Corollary 5, the interleaving attack is op-
timal under the arcsine distribution. Also observe that the in-
terleaving attack is the strategy where the colluders generate
according to , where is the maximum
likelihood estimator of , which is asymptotically unbiased
(as ) and has minimum asymptotic variance (equal to

).
Another interesting question is what are the asymptotics of

the simple fingerprinting game. In Corollary 3, we established
upper and lower bounds on . Note that the upper bound
is obtained by assuming the interleaving attack for the coali-
tion and it coincides with the asymptotic rate of

. On the other hand, Fig. 4(b) indicates that the optimal
attack is actually quite different from the interleaving attack.
This suggests that the pirates can exploit the suboptimality of the
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single-user decoder and perform a stronger attack. The study of
the exact asymptotics of the simple fingerprinting game, is left
as future work.

VI. SUMMARY

In this work, we proved new upper and lower bounds on the
maximum achievable rate of binary fingerprinting codes for ar-
bitrary coalition size by studying the minimax and the max-
imin fingerprinting games. We also provided asymptotic ap-
proximations of the capacity as well as both the fingerprinting
embedder and the coalition’s strategies. The results suggest that
fingerprinting games under the Boneh–Shaw marking assump-
tion have a close relation to the Fisher information and Jeffreys’
prior for the Bernoulli model.

APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF

The function is indeed symmetric around
and has a global maximum at as suggested by nu-

merical experiments in [6]. We first prove the following lemma:
Lemma 8: For and , we have

(99)

Proof: The difference between the two sides is

(100)

Then

(101)

and

(102)

for all and . Now when , we
have . Thus
and thus . When , we have

and . Hence simi-
larly and hence . To prove the
inequality , let

and since and
it follows that for all .

Now the payoff function can be written as

(103)

where (a) follows from (61) and (b) follows from (54) and
Lemma 3, and by which we can easily verify the symmetry
property . Hence it suffices
to show that is nondecreasing for .
Taking the derivative of (103) with respect to and after some
simplifications, we obtain

(104)

where and . By Lemma
8 it follows that for all
and hence achieves its maximum at .
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